
TRAVEL LESSON Lesson 8.1. Departure at the Airport: Buying a Ticket

Buying Ticket

チケットを買う

Section 1: Dialogue (  セクション      1  ：対話  )

Please read the conversation between Mr. Yoshida and the ticket vendor.

Mr. Yoshida: I would like to buy a plane ticket please.

Ticket vendor: I can help you make your reservation. What is your destination?

Mr. Yoshida: My final destination is Sydney, Australia.

Ticket vendor: When is your travel date?

Mr. Yoshida: I am making a reservation for December 12th.

Ticket vendor: Would you prefer to leave from Los Angeles International or Burbank Airport?

Mr. Yoshida: I would prefer to fly out of Burbank Airport.

Ticket vendor: Would you rather fly in the morning or later in the day?

Mr. Yoshida: I need an afternoon flight.

Ticket vendor: I have you booked on a flight in the afternoon. Your ticket will arrive in the mail 

within 3 days.

Mr. Yoshida: Alright thank you so much!

Ticket vendor: You’re welcome sir.
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Section 2: Useful Expression   (  セクション      2  ：便利な表現  )

Please take note of the following useful expressions:

1. I want to buy a plane ticket.
2. What is your destination?
3. When is your travel date?
4. I am making a reservation for December 12th.
5. Would you rather fly in the morning or later in the day?
6. I need an afternoon flight.

Section 3: Vocabulary Words (  セクション      3  ：単語と表現  )

Please read the vocabulary word/expression with its definition and sample sentence.

Vocabulary words Sample sentence
Buy 
[bahy]
verb

People buy according to their taste and economic status.

Reservation
[rez-er-vey-shuh n]
noun

In the summer, it's smart to get a reservation for the tour.

Destination
[des-tuh-ney-shuh n]
noun

Avoid driving when the destination is within walking 
distance.

Travel
[trav-uh l]
verb

The fastest way to travel is by plane.

Section 4: Completing the Conversation Exercise (  セクション      4  ：会話の練習  )

Please complete the dialogue by using the words from the box below.

Mr. Yoshida: I would like to buy a plane ticket please.

Ticket vendor: I can help you make your _______. What is your _____?

Mr. Yoshida: My final destination is _____, ______.

Ticket vendor: When is your travel______?

Mr. Yoshida: I am making a reservation for ________.

Ticket vendor: Would you prefer to leave from Los Angeles International or Burbank Airport?

Mr. Yoshida: I want to _______of Burbank Airport.
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Ticket vendor: Would you rather fly in the_____ or later in the day?

Mr. Yoshida: I need an afternoon flight.

Ticket vendor: I have you_____ on a flight in the afternoon. Your ______ will arrive in the mail 

within 3 days.

Mr. Yoshida: Alright. Thank you so much!

Ticket vendor: You’re welcome sir!

December 12th      fly out        booked     destination       Sydney      Australia     morning 
date       ticket       reservation
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